
MODESTO CITY SCHOOLS 

 

Job Description 

JC# 1355 

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY ASSISTANT 

 

 

OVERALL RESPONSIBILITY 

 

Under the supervision of a credentialed Language, Speech and Hearing Pathologist, assist in providing speech therapy 

services to identified students in accordance with Individualized Education Program (IEP) goals, perform a variety of duties 

in support of student case management services, and maintain records and documentation on students. 

 

SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

1. Assist in providing student speech therapy services according to IEP goals and treatment plans developed by the 

credentialed Speech and Language Pathologist (SLP). 

 

2. Assist with the development of IEP goals and objectives for assigned students.  

 

3. Conduct speech-language screenings without interpretation, as directed by SLP. 

 

4. Provide direct speech and/or language treatment services as directed by SLP. 

 

5. Follow the implemented or documented treatment plans/IEPs developed by supervising SLP. 

 

6. Document students’ progress toward IEP goals and objectives by preparing charts, records, graphs, or other means of 

documentation.  

 

7. Assist SLP during assessments.  

 

8. Assist in student scheduling. 

 

9. Prepare therapy materials and equipment for use in the classroom including therapy activities such as picture cards, 

worksheets, and audio equipment. 

 

10. Adapt or modify instructional materials as determined by student needs for teacher use in the classroom.  

 

11. Observe and control behavior and interaction of students according to approved procedures. 

 

12. Inspect, maintain and operate augmentative devices and equipment.  

 

13. Attend a variety of meetings, workshops and in-service trainings to maintain current knowledge of developments in the 

field of Speech-Language Pathology. 

 

14. Effectively communicate and maintain cooperative relationships with those contacted in the course of work. 

 

15. Perform other related duties as assigned. 

 

 

WORK YEAR 

 

180 days 

 

 

SALARY 

 

Classified unit Salary Schedule (Range 46) 

 

 



SPEECH AND LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY ASSISTANT (continued) 

 

 

QUALIFICATIONS 

 

 Knowledge/Ability 

  Minimum Requirements: 

Knowledge of human anatomy and physiology, normal speech, language, and hearing development. 

Knowledge of language disorders and rehabilitation, articulation disorders and rehabilitation. 

Knowledge of acquired disorders and rehabilitation, clinical methods and procedures, hearing disorders and 

aural rehabilitation. 

Knowledge of effective record keeping practices and procedures. 

Ability to establish and maintain accurate records and files. 

Ability to operate modern office equipment (e.g. ten key calculators, duplicating machine, fax machine, etc.). 

Knowledge of and ability to use word processing, database, and spreadsheet programs to develop and produce 

correspondence, reports, publications, and projects. 

Ability to express initiative, adaptability and confidentiality.  

Ability to compose clear, complete, and concise correspondence and reports independently using correct 

grammar, syntax, punctuation and spelling. 

Ability to understand and implement complex oral and written directions given in English. 

Knowledge of general first aid procedures, if assigned to a school site. 

 

 

 Experience 

  Minimum Requirement: 

Six months of paid or volunteer experience in a Speech and Language Pathology Assistant program. 

 

 

 Education 

  Minimum Requirement: 

An Associate’s degree from a Speech and Language Pathology Assistant program. 

 

 

 License/Certificate 

  Minimum Requirement: 

Registration as a Speech and Language Pathology Assistant with the State of California. 

 

 

 Physical Characteristics  

 With or without the use of aids: 

Sufficient vision to read fine print.  Sufficient depth perception and color perception. 

Sufficient hearing to hear normal and telephone conversations. 

Ability to speak in an understandable voice and with sufficient volume to be heard at a normal conversational 

distance and on the telephone. 

Sufficient physical ability to reach horizontally and vertically with arms. 

Sufficient dexterity to manipulate small objects, print or write legibly, operate telephone, use computer 

keyboard, typewriter and other business machines. 

Sufficient physical ability to sit or stand for prolonged periods of time. 

Sufficient physical ability, strength, mobility, and stamina to bend, stretch, stand, kneel, walk, and extend legs.  

 

 

REPORTS TO: 

 

Designated Speech and Language Pathologist and site administrator 

 

 

Human Resources Reviewed:  6/21/06 

Cabinet Approved:  6/27/06 

Unit Approved:  7/5/06 

Board Approved:  8/14/06 


